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E-commerce is considered as an excellent alternative to delivering 
information, trading, servicing and doing tlze online transaction of global 
marketplaces of customer. Since Polypet Karyapersada, PT was become a member of 
chemcross e-commerce, worldwide custo~ners are able to access virtual marketplace. 
The purposes of this research are ( I )  to identify the effectivity of 
www.cl~emcross.com, (2) to investigate customer perception and behaviour in using 
this site, (3) to identify the importance and customer satisfaction and (4) recommend 
strategy of increasing the effectivity of e-commerce. 

This research were using survey method and distribute questioner to 86 
customers of Polypet Karyapersada, PT as a census. The result of this research was 
analyzed by using descriptive analysis, importance and satisfaction analysis 
combinated with diagonal Suharjo split and fuay model to sofhvure quality analysis. 

Fuzzy model to sojbvare quality analysis shows that accuracy is the main 
reason of using e-commerce, for the other hand, security is the most concerned factor 
of e-commerce effectivity. As a result of importance and satisfaction analysis, trading 
floor facility and industrial event information are the most important facilities but 
have not satisfy customers yet. It means that these facilities are the priority to 
develop to increase customer satisfaction Descriptive analysis shows that 25.58% of 
customers main business is plastics packaging company, 24.42% is plastics industries 
and 20.93% is bottling company. 

Based on the result of this research, it is suggested to Polypet 
Karyapersada, PT and chemcross.com to give more attention on developing this sites, 
especially trading floor facility and industrial event information. Since the 128 bit 
encryption as the most secure method of transaction were used to secure the online 
tmnsaction, it is recommended to socialize to customers about this level of security to 
increase customer reliabilit). 


